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By Jessenya Guerra 

“We’re calling it a renew, not a remodel, honestly, because we 
didn’t do any large structural renovation, but mostly cosmetic and 
aesthetic renovation. We really wanted Monte’s to be a hang out 
for students with that old classic, California coastal vibe: surfi ng, 
burgers and shakes. It’s what we envisioned when we set out 
to redevelop Monte’s,” said Jerry Carter, Catering Manager for 
A’viands and in charge of Monte’s. 

Monte’s located inside of University Center has been closed for 
most of the summer and the beginning of the fall 2018 semester, 
as it was undergoing a small facelift and developing a new menu 
due to the change of catering companies. A’viands has taken a new 
approach to the old sports bar vibe that Monte’s once held. 

Although, Carter says that the sports bar vibe is not completely 
gone, “We still have fi ve TVs and a sixth is being installed and 
there will be some sports on them from time to time. The feedback 
we heard is that we needed to make it more inclusive to everyone 
on campus: teachers, faculty, staff , students all alike, guests 
visiting, needed to feel included. Not everyone is into sports.” 

A’viands is working to separate themselves from Sodexo as much 
as possible. It was not unheard of for students to avoid Monte’s 
because of its long wait times and poor customer service. Many 
students, faculty and staff  found that driving off  campus to local 
shopping centers and eateries was time better spent than waiting 
for a check at Monte’s. 

However, Carter says that this will be changed along with the 
renovation, “When we set about doing this [renovating] we were 
very serious about the feedback that we received. Regarding the 
way it was before we arrived, and one of those was the wait times. 
One of the fi rst and most noticeable diff erences [to Monte’s] is 
when everyone enters, they enter to a counter where they actually 
order off  the menu and prepay everything.”

“So, everything will be prepaid and sent with a number system so 
food will be brought directly to the table. That’s going to expedite 
the whole check process so that you’re not waiting for a server to 
come over and pick up your check.”

Carter also shared changes in the Monte’s menu that will assist 
them with faster wait times. Carter expressed that the previous 
menu, with so many diff erent options, made it diffi  cult for chefs 
to push out food at a decent rate. A change in the menu, making 
it more homogenous, will assist Monte’s in putting out food in a 
quicker and more effi  cient way. 

Carter shared that along with having a diff erent menu comes an 
allergy-conscious and food-restricted diet friendly menu, “Since I 
am the catering director, I have been very in tune with vegan needs 
and vegetarian needs, and any allergy specifi c needs, like in the 
dining commons, we are very familiar. That is who we 
are as a company and how we want to basically 
cater to all those things. There will be a 
wonderful amount of vegan, vegetarian 
and gluten free options.”  

Carter shared A’viands takes 
food allergies very seriously, 
“That wasn’t just a one hit 
wonder, that’s who we 
are as a company. We’re 
a burger joint but any 
of our burgers can be 
made with a vegetarian 
patty, vegan bun or a 
gluten free bun. We 
have specifi c side dishes 
as well like our buff alo 
caulifl ower which is 
our version of a buff alo 
chicken wing, but vegan 
by using caulifl ower, 
which is wonderful, we 
also have tempura battered 
avocado fries. And in addition 
to the burgers, we have a variety 
of salads that are very delicious and 
allergy friendly as well.”

As many students 
are aware, Monte’s 
is known on campus 
for being the only 
dining service that 
caters to a 21 and 
over crowd. Monte’s 
has been regarded for 
their on tap beers and 
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Monte’s dining room after the new renovations. Photo by Jessenya Guerra.

strawberry daiquiris. With the switch in catering companies, Carter 
ensures that not only are they keeping the 21 and over service, but 
they are expanding their drink menu entirely. 

“We really wanted to be new and set ourselves apart and be 
inclusive, we know that not everyone here on campus drinks 
[alcohol] and we didn’t want to promote just that environment. So, 
we're adding a couple things like on tap kombucha, and a local root 
beer company will also have a tap here. Of course, the milkshakes 

that everyone talks about will continue, but with 
a twist.” Carter shared that with the new 

change in menu, the milkshake menu was 
changing as well. Monte’s has added 

a Filipino style, vegan Avocado 
shake. 

Along with the expanding 
non-alcoholic drink menu, 
the beers on tap will also 
be shaken up. “There will 
be seven diff erent beers 
on tap, we’re excited 
to bring in a local beer 
called ‘The Mad Otter’ 
since we are here at 
Monte’s and then of 
course, keeping with the 
surfer theme, other beers 

include ‘Big Wave’, ‘Big 
Sur’, other local names, 

and we’re also bringing 
‘Dos Equis’ on tap. There will 

defi nitely be some beer specials 
going on in our time here as well, 

but those are still in development.” 

By Jenna Ethridge

Pride Club, Otter Cross Cultural Center (OC3) and Union 
Programming Board (UPB) are hosting their inaugural Werk 
Witch Drag Show next month at California State University, 
Monterey Bay (CSUMB), featuring performances from 
professional drag queens, as well as a competition among 
students for best drag performance. 

The Werk Witch Drag Show is occuring on Oct. 12 from 8 to 
10 p.m. at CSUMB’s University Center Ballroom. The event 
is free to CSUMB students with their Otter ID Cards and costs 
$5 for CSUMB staff /faculty with valid ID, otherwise, general 
admission costs $10.

Auditions are being held on Friday, Sept. 14 from 1 to 5 p.m. 
and Saturday, Sept. 15 from 5 to 9 p.m. at the Black Box 
Cabaret. If you have any questions or accommodations that 
need to be fulfi lled, please contact miczarnecki@csumb.edu.

You better 
Werk Witch
Werk Witch Drag Show auditions
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The Lutrinae is a weekly campus newspaper covering CSUMB and its 
neighboring areas. Here at The Lutrinae, our goal is not only to educate 
and inform the public, but to entertain, to spark creativity, to encourage 
diversity of opinion, and to build a sense of community on campus and 
with the neighboring cities. 
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By Tessa Munson

What do Americans think about global warming? That is one 
question research scientists Jennifer Marlon, Peter Howe, 
Matto Mildenberger, and Anthony Leiserowitz at Yale 
University have been working vigorously to answer since 
2011. They have been gathering and analyzing data from 
across the country to develop a national climate opinion 
map. Among other concerns, the Yale Climate Opinion 
Maps relay data regarding the national perception about 
global warming: whether people believe it is happening, 
whether it is mostly human caused, whether most 
scientists believe it is happening and if they trust scientists 
about global warming.

It should be noted from the start that the terms 
climate change and global warming are not to be used 
synonymously. Global warming is not the same thing as 
climate change. In fact, global warming is just one symptom 
of the larger issue at hand: global climate change. Global 
warming is the phenomenon of which the earth’s temperature 
is gradually, yet persistently rising. Climate change is global 
warming, but it is also a lot more. According to the U.S. 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), climate change refers not only to the 
global warming phenomenon, but also to 
all of the other “side eff ects” of the earth’s 
temperatures rising. Some of these side 
eff ects include longer lasting droughts, ideal wildfi re 
conditions, more frequent storm events that will be stronger and 
longer lasting, higher chances of fl oods, ocean acidifi cation, 
glaciers melting, sea level rise, coastal erosion, the list goes on. In 
short, global warming is climate change. However, climate change 
is not only global warming, but it is also all of the symptoms that 
come along with the heating planet.

The general consensus across the nation is that 70 percent of 
Americans believe global warming is already happening, a statistic 
that has remained stagnant since Yale conducted the same climate 
opinion study in 2016. Of that 70 percent, 57 percent of Americans 
believe that global warming is caused mostly by human activities. 
This statistic is up 4 percent from 2016, when it was 53 percent. 
Further, 49 percent of Americans believe that most scientists think 
global warming is happening, which has remained the same since 
2016. Lastly, 62 percent of Americans believe that global warming 
is aff ecting the weather, which was not asked during the 2016 
survey.

The results in regards to risk perceptions are particularly telling. 
Out of the seven questions asked, more than half of the respondents 
answered in favor of global warming believability. However, 
one question received a score below the halfway point at only 
41 percent: “Do you believe that global warming will harm you 

What does America believe about global warming?
U.S. Climate Opinion

personally?” What this means is that most Americans are at least 
somewhat aware of the eff ects of global warming, but they don’t 
actually believe that it will aff ect their lives in some way.

Other factors, such as policy support, were also included in the 
study. One of the risk perception questions asked was whether 
people are worried about global warming. Not surprisingly, the 
areas with the highest concentrations of Americans worried 
about global warming are the areas already experiencing its 
eff ects. California and Hawaii are of the most concerned states 
in the west, while New York, New Jersey, Maryland, and 
Massachusetts on the east coast are equally as worried. What is 
interesting to note about this category is that some of the states 
are heavily divided on the issue. For example, Southern Texas 
counties are quite worried about global warming, while the 
Northern Texas counties are much less so. That appears to be the 
case in both Florida and Virginia as well.

Some of the statistics on the map are a bit confl icting in certain 
areas. As a whole, the nation is mostly in agreeance that global 
warming is currently happening. However, with the exception 
of people in metropolitan areas and on the coasts, most of the 
nation does not believe that global warming is already harming 
people in the United States. This is of true concern, since there 
is striking evidence of global warming all around us, from coast 
to coast. From wildfi res and intense droughts in California, 
to sea level rise and fl ooding in Florida, the eff ects of global 
warming are apparent if one is looking for them.

It may be diffi  cult for people who live in rural areas far from 
the coasts to understand the impacts of climate change, in part 
because they are not as exposed to its eff ects. That is not to 
say that inland communities do not also play a vital role in the 
advancement of global climate change, it just may be more 
diffi  cult for these communities to see the impacts. Coupled with 
national leaders who defy climate science, it is no wonder why 
people in middle America who do not personally see the eff ects 
of global warming and climate change choose not to believe 
in it. It is said that “seeing is believing,” and perhaps until all 
Americans can “see” global climate change happening in front 
of their own eyes, it will not be completely believed that it is 
occurring.

With respect to policy support, there appears to be a bit of 
a disconnect between currently available renewable energy 
technology and what Americans should do with federal climate 
policy. Nationally, 85 percent (up 3 percent since 2016) of 
Americans support funding more research on renewable energy 
sources, but only 63 percent (down 3 percent since 2016) support 
requiring utilities to produce 20 percent electricity from renewable 
sources. Part of this disconnect can be explained by individual 
fi nancial burden because the question asks, “How much do you 
support or oppose the following policies? Require electric utilities 
to produce at least 20 percent of their electricity from wind, solar, 
or other renewable energy sources, even if it costs the average 
household an extra $100 a year.” Although Americans support the 
idea of using renewable sources to generate power, they do not 
want to have to pay more for the same service.

When it comes to personal behaviors, national statistics tend 
to shrink sizeably. Only 36 percent (up 3 percent since 2016) 
of Americans admit to discussing global warming at least 
occasionally, and even less, only 22 percent (down 2 percent since 
2016) of the nation hears about global warming in the media at 
least once a week. What is interesting about these statistics is 
that although Americans don’t tend to talk about global warming, 
or even hear about it in the media that often, the majority of 
Americans agree that global warming is already happening and that 
it is a phenomenon for us to worry about. What that says is that 
most Americans are doing their own research into global warming 
and climate change and are not blindly agreeing with and listening 
to what the federal offi  cials say about it, without a skeptical ear. 
How do your climate beliefs and goals compare with the rest of the 
nation?

The Yale Climate Opinion Maps and more information can be 
found by visiting, http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/.

Estimated percent of adults who think global warming is happening, sorted by county. Provided by Yale University, 2018.Estimated percent of adults who think global warming is happening, sorted by county. Provided by Yale University, 2018.
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By Madi Rapella
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By Jessenya Guerra

Whether you are a freshman away from home for the fi rst time 
or a senior preparing to graduate, college can be a perplexing 
experience bound to induce questions and worry. Due to this, 
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) provides 
students with Residential Advisors that help guide residents 
through whatever challenges that they might endure during their 
time spent at CSUMB. The Lutrinae had the pleasure of discussing 
what being a Residential Advisor actually entails with an RA from 
Area 1, Donny Wilson.

The Lutrinae: How long have you been an RA? 
Wilson: This is my second year.

What is one fun fact about you?
Over the summer, I got really into Tetris, the video game, and 
actually wound up getting a score of over a million. I really take 
pride in that. I don’t know if I should enter a Tetris tournament or 
not, but that’s defi nitely something I’ve been thinking about. 

Why do we have Resident Advisors (in your opinion)?
The catch-all answer to that would be a lot of people consider 
CSUMB to be a small campus, even though we have the largest 
land footage of any CSU. Even though we are still considered 
small by most, we still have a lot of resources that are available. 
Most [resources] don’t even get a lot of advertisement for students 
and residents to know about them. I feel like as RA’s, we are tasked 
with the duty of being in tune with all these diff erent resources and 
diff erent opportunities for students. [To tell them] ‘hey, there are 
biology seminars every monday in the chapman science center’ and 
‘there are other opportunities off  campus also through CSUMB,’ 
but that’s not really being advertised too much because there’s 
disconnect between the larger body of the school and the students. 
We are here to bridge that gap. 

What is the number one question that you are asked by 
students?
It is probably “How do I become an RA” or “What does an RA 

Resident Advisor profi le
Donny Wilson

do?” The answer varies depending on time of day 
and who is asking me because RA’s do a lot 
of things, we are multifaceted. There are 
so many things we can do, that we have 
an opportunity to do, in terms of being 
in contact with diff erent faculty on 
campus, or getting to know diff erent 
prostaff , that can help us out in our 
careers later on in life and then just 
connecting with our residents and 
giving them an experience that they 
probably wouldn’t have had if there 
weren’t RA’s in general. 

What can resident advisers help me 
with?
Personally, I have helped students with 
their academic schedules, helping them 
design their two year plan, fi guring out what 
teachers to take and which teachers are ideal for 
their diff erent learning styles. I’ve helped them fi nd 
diff erent places off  campus because that’s been a big thing 
for me in my two years before I became an RA. I didn’t know 
where to go to get good food off  campus and where to go and have 
fun. Being able to help them with that aspect of life and keeping 
them enjoying the Monterey Area instead of [saying] “it’s boring” 
because all they do is stay on campus. I try to encourage more 
students to get off  campus, being there for them and having fun and 
getting through their personal issues. 

Let’s say I can’t stand my roommates, what do I do?
If its this point in the year and you cannot stand your roommates 
I would for sure come and talk to your RA and let them know the 
issues that are going on in the room. From that point on, the RA 
can get in contact with the other roommates in the room and fi gure 
out their perspective on what’s going on and fi gure out what the 
bigger overall issue is here. For me personally, I have seen a lot of 
issues come from a lack of communication within the room. I like 
to encourage my residents to just talk to your roommates and let 

them know what you’re having issues with because 
more than likely they are going to be considerate 

and say ‘okay yeah I will fi x that or change 
that’ or ‘I’ll see what I can do about it’. 

But if you can’t solve it on your own, 
then as an RA we have a mediation and 
see what’s going on. If things don’t 
improve after the mediation, then 
after two weeks the room change 
process opens up. 

I don’t know anyone but I want to 
meet people, can you help me?
Generally, RA’s are second years 

and up, we have been on campus for 
at least a year so we are in tune with 

some of the diff erent organizations and 
programs that the school has to off er. We 

are also here to promote diff erent clubs and 
organizations, like Black Student Union, Otter 

Student Union and Associated Students. There are 
also diff erent student leader positions on campus, getting a 

job on campus, maybe connecting you with diff erent residents in 
the hall that have the same issues. That’s the cool thing about RA’s 
is that we get to interact with, at least me personally, 45 diff erent 
residents. Getting to know each one individually and then noticing 
Person A and Person Z have things in common and saying ‘you 
should go talk to them’ and then they hit it off . 

What is a quick way to get in trouble?
Not following community standards. When I get duty calls and 
quiet hour violations. Quiet hours Sunday through Thursday start 
at 10 p.m. and then Friday and Saturday they start at midnight. 
Violating those is a really quick way to get in trouble, especially 
midterms or fi nals season. 

If you enjoyed this interview with Donny Wilson, tune in next 
week for an interview with Leslie Gonzalez. 

By Jessenya Guerra

California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) is a large campus that is fi lled with a 
number of resources. Often, there is a disconnect 
between those resources and the students. The 
Lutrinae has been in contact with many diff erent 
offi  ces on campus to fi nd which offi  ces are 
overlooked or missed by students. 

The Lutrinae had the pleasure of sitting down 
with Brian Corpening, Associate Vice President 
and Chief Diversity Offi  cer of Inclusive 
Excellence, and Nizhoni Chow-Garcia, 
Associate Director in the Offi  ce of Inclusive 
Excellence, to talk about the importance of their 
work on campus. 

The Lutrinae: What does Inclusive Excellence 
mean to you? 
Chow-Garcia (CG): “Inclusive Excellence I 
think is the ideal. It is the goal we’re striving 
toward. It is diversity in all its forms and 
identities. It’s a way in which we’re striving, as 
an organization, to be inclusively excellent, not 
just for students, not just for staff , not just for 
faculty, but as an institution as a whole.”

Corpening (C): “I agree with that, and I want 
to add that it also means, to me, how we see 
ourselves as a community. Where everyone feels 
valued, important, has a role and a responsibility 
to move forward as a community. When you 
talk about inclusivity, you are talking about 
engagement, where everyone has a role. When 
you talk about excellence, the expectation is 
that everyone is going to achieve their best 
and be at their best. So there’s no diff erence 
between how people see themselves and how 
people are being successful on this campus. I 
think that is what inclusive excellence means. I 
see it as community and how we engage in that 
community, and are successful in it.” 

Why might someone fi nd themselves in your offi  ce?
C: “I think for various reasons. I think in terms of wanting help 
and support, and wanting a sense of belonging and help achieving 
their goals and objectives. Also in ways of fi nding themselves 
and discovering the institution. Looking at ways that they can 
collaborate with others and enhance their particular presence at 
the institution. One of the things about going to a college or a 
University is a collaboration and working together, I think that we 
facilitate that. We don’t see ourselves as an individual organization, 
we see ourselves as partners with every particular aspect of this 
institution.”

New Chief Diversity Offi  cer Brian Corpening

CG: “To echo that, fi rst and foremost, we’re here for the students 
and I encourage any and all students to come in. Whether they 
are looking for support, whether they want to provide feedback, 
whether they are attending one of our events that we are putting 
on with one of the other offi  ce’s on campus. We are looking to 
continuously improve toward striving toward inclusive excellence, 
it is the students who are going to be providing us with that type of 
feedback.” 

How are you adjusting as the new Vice President of Inclusive 
Excellence role? 

C: “It’s great! I’ve enjoyed this. One thing I want 
to say is that I was born here, my mom and dad 
were stationed here at Fort Ord. I went to 10th 
grade here at Seaside High School. This place 
has an important place in my family’s history 
and for me, spiritually. It’s like coming home for 
me. I love this place. I think it’s a great place. 
I like the fact that it’s not that old. People here 
are willing to try new things and put themselves 
into diff erent ways, rather than at an institution 
stuck in traditions. When schools are stoggy 
and historically stuck, there’s no way for things 
to grow and develop. That’s the beautiful thing 
about being here.”

Is there anything new that you are 
implementing? 
C: “We’re a new offi  ce, we’ve only been 
here fi ve years. I’m pleased with what we’ve 
been doing so far. I think that we’re all great 
individuals, Nizhoni, Bernadette and myself, 
we’re all committed individuals and creative 
individuals and I look forward to what we’ll be 
doing in the future and for the benefi t of this 
institution. One is the equity and inclusion plan, 
which we plan to bring to a conclusion in the 
very near future, and The Diversity Learning 
series where faculty and staff  participate. Those 
who haven’t should take advantage of it because, 
it’s a good opportunity for them to be exposed to 
new, issues and ideas, and place people with the 
capacity to live and exist in an extremely diverse 
community like we have. We’ll continue to do 
those things for the betterment of the University 
and we’ll look at ways to expand as well, so that 
when students leave here, they’re ready for the 
world.”

CG: “We are also here as support for 
undocumented students. One of our biggest 
goals was really facilitating that across campus. 
It was fi rst discovering that there was a need 
and creating a partnership with other places 

across campus. We then created a website, an online resource 
for undocumented students to get support. Then followed the 
undocu-ally training for staff  and faculty, and has since expanded 
to students, like the undocu-otters club, so those needs we are here 
for.” 

If you want to learn more about Nizhoni 
Chow-Garcia, Brian Corpening or the Offi  ce 
of Inclusive Excellence, visit csumb.edu/
diversity.  

Members of the Offi  ce of Inclusive Excellence shown from left to right. Nizhoni Chow-Garcia, Bernadette Ortiz and 
Brian Corpening. 
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Solved 
Puzzles

In honor of the Otter Showcase last week, this week’s wordsearch theme is clubs and organizations 
that can be found at California State University, Monterey Bay. Clubs are the perfect opportunity to get 
involved on campus, meet new people and explore your passions!

Word Search Sudoku
2 1 5 6
3 9 7

1
6 3 8 4
7 5 3

1 5 6 9
8 2 7

5 6 1
3 8

By Jenna Ethridge

The 2018 United States Midterm Elections are occuring nationwide 
on Nov. 6, though the last day to register to vote is Oct. 22. Among 
the state and local elections also taking place, all 435 seats in the 
House of Representatives and 35 in the Senate will be included 
in the federal elections. Currently, both the House and Senate are 
controlled by the Republican party.

Individual voices are important and contribute to the fate of the 
majority, so ensure that if you over the age of 18, you are utilizing 
your civic right to vote. If you are a student at California State 
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) and a resident of another 
county, you are required to register again for the Monterey 
County elections. If you want to vote on Monterey County issues, 
voter registration forms are available at a variety of government 
buildings, such as the Monterey County Election Department, 
located in the North Building at 1441 Schilling Place in Salinas. 
You can also register to vote online at registertovote.ca.gov within 
minutes and in the convenience of your own home!

Upcoming local midterm 
elections
How to register to vote

In terms of voting on Election Day, Monterey’s polling place 
will be located at 1370 South Main Street #B in Salinas. If you 
are unable to vote in person, absentee ballots are 
available for any registered voter to take advantage 
of and submit through the mail in advance. 
Applications are accepted either in person or by 
mail and are available on montereycountyelections.
us for free. 

Regardless of your political affi  liation or involvement, voting is the 
perfect opportunity to have your voice heard, allowing you to see 
the changes that you want to be made be implemented throughout 
your county, state and nation. 

As elections approach, The Lutrinae will be providing brief 
backgrounds of those running for local mayor positions, as well as 
explanations of the 11 propositions in question for Californians, so 
stay tuned!

By Ray Kaiser

On Sept. 15, Oktoberfest is coming to your very own corner of 
the Bay Area! Honoring their founder, Chef Andre, the Monterey 
Bay Oktoberfest is hosting their eighth annual festival at the 
Barnyard event center in Carmel, and you can expect plenty of 
revelers, refreshments and lederhosen to come with them. So 
if that sounds up your alley, or you just want to partake in the 
spectacle of ridiculously oversized beer steins, be sure to mark 
your calendar.

Oktoberfest

By Madi Rapella

On Sept. 7 – 9, Monterey hosted its 85th Annual Festa Italia 
Fisherman’s Festival at the Custom House Plaza. The Festa Italia 
honors the Italian culture, while also honoring 
Monterey’s past and present fi shermen. 

From the penne pasta to the cannolis, the celebration had 
something for everyone’s taste buds. The most popular dish, 
however, was the Arancini–Italian fried rice balls. Customers 
waited in the neverending line for these giant rice balls that were 
coated with crispy breadcrumbs and stuff ed with ragù, peas and 
mozzarella. Over the course of three days, locals and tourists had 
the opportunity to listen to various bands, watch the parade, partake 
in raffl  es and the bocce tournament—also known as Italian lawn 
bowling. The game has been played by a wide range of people, 
from the Romans to the Greeks, for many centuries. 

Local vendors had their various merchandise set up along the 
sidelines of the event. Among them was John Gibson, who has 
been selling Pastamoré products for six years. His booth primarily 
consisted of olive oil, balsamic vinegars, mustards and other 
gourmet condiments.  

Gibson enjoys selling his products at the various Italian festivals 
around the Bay Area. 

85th Annual Festa Italia Fisherman’s Festival

your calendar.

“Events like the Italia Festa have brought more culture and 
liveliness to Monterey,” says Gibson. 

However, he has noticed a decline in other street vendors over the 
years. Gibson believes it is because people are more interested 
in spending money on food instead of the souvenirs and other 
products. 

If you did not attend the event this year, make sure to check it out 
next time to support the local vendors, celebrate the Italian culture 
and fi ll your bellies with traditional food. 

Locals and tourists strolling through the festival (top right). The Festa Italia stage where the bands and the opera singer perform (bottom left). John 
Gibson, a local vendor, selling his Pastamoré products at the Festa Italia (bottom right). Photos by Madi Rapella.
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How I Became Passionate

By Jenna Ethridge

If you have ever listened to a 
movie soundtrack, Christmas 
album or compilation of an 
artist’s greatest hits, you have 
listened to a conceptual album. 
Though vague, a conceptual 
album is any album whose 
songs have greater purpose 
when listened to together, rather 
than separately. 

Folk singer, Woody Guthrie, 
is often credited for being the 
pioneer of conceptual albums 
with “Dust Bowl Ballads,” 
released in 1940. The album 
discusses Guthrie’s experiences 
while living in Oklahoma 
during the Dust Bowl, 
documenting the economic 
hardships that prompted 
thousands of migrant workers to 
relocate to California. Though 
Guthrie’s songs can be listened 
to and enjoyed by themselves, 
when listened to cohesively, 
they narrate a tragic tale that is 
more eff ectively demonstrated 
to the audience. 

Following its introduction to 
the music scene, other popular 
artists such as The Beatles, 
David Bowie and Pink Floyd 
also started producing more conceptual albums. “Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band” allowed The Beatles to experiment 
with their sound as a fi ctional band, producing some of the most 
notable songs of their career, including “With a Little Help from 
My Friends,” “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds” and “A Day in the 
Life.” David Bowie was able to invent an alter-ego by the name 
of Ziggy Stardust on “The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the 
Spiders from Mars,” eventually becoming interchangeable with 
Bowie and his already androgynous personality. “The Wall” by 
Pink Floyd chronicles the tribulations of death, abuse, divorce and 
isolation endured by a fi ctional combination of Roger Waters and 
former member, Syd Barrett, by the name of Pink.

Once MTV made its television debut in 1981, conceptual albums 
became less common, as singles were valued more over the album 
as a whole. The purpose of an album’s singles are to promote the 
release of the album, provide audiences with what to expect from 
the rest of the album and attract a broader audience through radio 
airplay. Despite this, conceptual albums have recently made yet 
another comeback through artists such as Father John Misty, King 
Gizzard and the Lizard Wizard and The Lemon Twigs.

Singer-songwriter, Josh Tillman, has released several conceptual 
albums as his pseudonym, Father John Misty. “I Love You, 
Honeybear” follows Tillman and his wife, Emma, throughout their 
picturesque love story. Songs such as “I Went to the Story One 
Day” tells the true story in which they fi rst met in the parking lot 
of a local store, while “Chateau Lobby #4 (in C for Two Virgins)” 
shares their fi rst day exploring Los Angeles together, where they 
both still reside. Tillman’s following album, “Pure Comedy,” was 
also conceptual and much more obviously so. “Pure Comedy” is a 
satirical commentary focused on modern politics, technology, fame 
and the overall human experience. Tillman discusses the fl aws 
of humanity that begin with birth and continues until mankind is 
on their deathbed, victim of their own demise. Earlier this year, 
Tillman released “God’s Favorite Customer,” his third conceptual 
album that describes his recent experience living in a hotel in New 
York while he struggled with his marriage and “life blew up.” 
Tillman classifi es this album as a “heartache album,” evident by 
songs such as “Just Dumb Enough to Try” and “Please Don’t Die.” 

What a concept: The concept of concept albums

By Associated Students

Save the dates for several of our upcoming Associated 
Students (AS) programs and service, including our monthly 
Food Pantry on Monday, Sept. 17 at the Student Center! 
Several years ago, AS responded to student concerns by 
creating a monthly Food Pantry service, in collaboration with 
the Monterey County Food Bank, to host a monthly Food 
Pantry. Dry goods and fresh produce are distributed on a 
fi rst-come, fi rst served basis.   

This is free to California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) students so just bring your Otter ID! There will 
be two distribution times from 10:30a.m.-12:30p.m. and 
again from 4:30p.m.-6:30 p.m. in the West Lounge. The 
fi rst 150 students will be served at each distribution time. 
We have a new storefront concept in place so check it out! 
Representatives from our Dean's Offi  ce, such as the Care 
Manager, and Cal Fresh will be present. If you want to 
volunteer to help with our AS Food Pantry, contact Maddy 
Maurer, AS Basic Needs Senator, at basicneeds@ascsumb.
org.

Donate and save a life today! Every semester, AS partners 
with our Personal Growth and Counseling Center and local 
agencies to run our campus Blood Drives. The fi rst one will 
be on Sept. 26 and Sept. 27 at the Student Center through 
the American Red Cross. Watch for more information about 
how you can sign up to be a blood donor. This will be posted 
on the student dashboard and Otter Be Involved. For more 
information, contact Antonio Hernandez, AS College of 
Science Senator, at science_senator@ascsumb.org.

Who are you voting for? Get to know your local candidates 
running for mayor and city council positions at our AS 
Candidate's Forum on Wednesday, Sept. 26 from 6-8p.m. at 
the World Theater. This event is free and open to the public. 
This will be your opportunity to learn more about the local 
candidates running for offi  ce and their platforms. For more 
information, contact Melissa Arellano, Vice President for 
External Aff airs, at vpea@ascsumb.org.   

Want to get involved? WE ARE AS- check 
our our website, https://csumb.edu/as, to 
learn more about diff erent opportunities to 
make a diff erence at CSUMB as student 
advocates and social change agents!

Campus events

The “concept album to end all concepts” was released by King 
Gizzard and the Lizard Wizard last year. “Murder of the Universe” 
is a narrative divided into three chapters, each documenting a 
diff erent battle between two fi ctional characters that result in death, 
commenting on the horrors of modern society. The fi rst chapter, 
“The Tale of the Altered Beast,” tells the story of a human that 
encounters an “altered beast,” who then alters the human into a 
beast as well, before dying from insanity. The second chapter, “The 
Lord of Lightning vs. Balrog,” switches focus to two entities that 
symbolize light and dark, in which the darkness, Balrog, harrasses 
the townspeople until the Lord of Lightning defeats him and fl ees 
the town. The third and fi nal chapter, “Han-Tyumi & The Murder 
of the Universe,” takes place in a digital world inhabited by a 
cyborg whose only wish is to accomplish the impossible: die. In 
order to do so, the cyborg creates a monster whose purpose is to 
help him achieve death, though when the plan fails, the situation 
worsens and the entire universe is destroyed. 

One of the most recent examples of a successful conceptual album 
is “Go to School,” released last month by The Lemon Twigs, a 
youthful brother duo currently redefi ning the indie music scene. 
Despite their debut album only being released in 2016, the indie 
rockers have already toured alongside acts including Sunfl ower 
Bean, Phoenix, Mac Demarco and Arctic Monkeys. Their 
sophomore album, “Go to School,” is a musical about a monkey 
raised by human parents who faces torment in school due to his 
false beliefs that he is also human. Though a peculiar concept, the 
album has an underlying message much deeper than that which is 
shown on the surface, while portraying The Lemon Twigs’ ability 
to produce a polished version of rock opera that is a refreshing 
addition to modern music.

As with any genre of music, conceptual albums have an important 
role in music history and have undoubtedly retained their relevance 
among audiences. Next time you listen to an album, conceptual or 
otherwise, The Lutrinae suggests putting the songs into perspective 
as a collection of thoughts, sounds and ideas that might provide a 
fresh perspective or interest in the music. 

Music Maven is a weekly column consisting of album and concert 
reviews, playlists, and announcements of upcoming shows to keep 
readers informed of their local music scene.

By Jessenya Guerra

Apart from being National Chocolate Day, September 13 is an 
important day in history for many reasons.

What will the future of September 13 hold? 

On this day September 13
In history

Verde!¡
How I Became Passionate

Civilian air traffi  c resumes after the attacks on the 
World Trade Centers and Pentagon.

An appeals court orders the University of 
Mississippi to admit James Meredith the fi rst 
African-American student admitted to the 
segregated University. 

Three years after the Wright brothers had shown 
the miracle of fl ight to the world, Alberto Santos-
Dumont made the fi rst fl ight in Europe, in a plane 
known as “The Bird of Prey.”

Phineas Gage, a railroad worker from Vermont, 
survives a large iron rod, 1 1⁄4 inches in Diameter, 
being impaled through his skull. His behavior 
after the accident sparks interest in the functions 
of the brain and becomes a landmark for modern 
psychology.1962

1906

1848

By Noah Sforza, Guest Columnist

Growing up, I didn't know 
I would be passionate 
about sustainability or the 
environment. I was interested 
in working the stock market, 
my focus was on making 
money. Now, sustainability and 
the environment are what infl uences 
my future and the degree I am pursuing.

I came to California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB) as a Business major. After two years of business 
courses, I realized it was not my passion. I found myself 
reading about environmental issues in my free time. So, 
I decided to change my major. I started my Junior year 
in Environmental Science and found myself ending the 
year as an Environmental Studies major. Over the course 
of these degree changes, I was able to fi nd my interest in 
Environmental Studies. What drew me to this major was 
my passion for human rights and the environment. I found 
that my courses often involved ethos, pathos and logos. 
Environmental studies is not based solely in logic or in 
emotion or ethics, it combines these ways of thinking to 
create a major and courses that work all these schools of 
thought.

Through my experiences in the classroom and my work on 
campus, I have been exposed to new and diff erent ways of 
defi ning sustainability. One that specifi cally stands out to 
me is the intersection of the diff erent parts of sustainability: 
environment (natural resources), people (social justice and 
equity) and economic (aff ordability and measured growth).  
All of these are independently complex, and when we begin 
to examine the intersections, the issues become more deeply 
woven together and when you pull at one thread, you notice 
others begin to move and unravel as well.  

This way of thinking means that sustainability is about 
action and balance. I have found that the pursuit of achieving 
this balance is an action that interests me. This is how I 
came to be interested and involved in sustainability and the 
environment.

Sustainability@CSUMB - This year The Lutrinae and the 
Sustainability Offi  ce are teaming up to bring you a regular 
article about sustainability at CSUMB. Any comments or 
questions can be directed to lraak@csumb.edu.

New York City becomes the fi rst capital within a 
state, in the country.

1788

Food pantry, blood drive, 
candidate forum upcoming
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